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Elevate your habitat to other realms 

enchantents.com



Experience the magic of nature without detracting from it. Enchan-
tent is low impact glamping housing that is designed to blend with its 
environment. Become part of nature and blend into it´s cycles, feel 

it´s rhythms and cycles. Our state of the line materials will ensure 
comfort at the same time as superb service for a very long time. 

We have designed these shelters as the least impactful 
and most advanced in features and longevity.
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HEXAGOME                                                   



The smallest model in our mod-
ular glamping line is ideal for 
beginner projects. It´s six sided 
form based in sacred geometry 
allows for the addition of living 
and tunnel modules and in this 
way you can have a bathroom, 
extra bedroom and terrace as 
well as connect through a tun-
nel to another Hexagome or 
Octagome.
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Inner roof 
layer for in-
sulation and 
elegance.

Marine grade 
dyed acrylic can-
vas roof, shade 
layer available 
upon request.

INSIDE VIEW
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 Total surface:        16sqm* 
    Max Diameter:      5m 
    Max height:         5.2m 
    Wall panel width:  2.5m 
    Wall height:         2.2m 
    * (not including modules)

Corrosion resistant 
galvanized steel con-

nectors for metal, bam-
boo or pole structure.

Roof vents with mos-
quito netting expel warm 

air and pull cool air through 
windows.

Wall panels with 
fiberglass mosquito netting 

and roll-up outer walls 
controlled by ropes from 

the inside. 

Door panel with 
mosquito netting and 
roll-up outer walls, or 

choose a door comple-
ment panel and install 

your own wooden door.

Easily add units like a 
bathroom or other modules. 

We offer a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes all compat- 

ible with each other. 

Select from differ-
ent styles of wall panels.

Costumizable system allows the 
addition of bathroom, bedroom, 

terrace or tunnel modules.



HEXAGOME                                                   
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HEXAGOME  INSIDE VIEW
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Qualan                                                   



The Qualan model allows for a bath-
room within the same structure with 
a neopanel or wooden partition, 
even so, it provides plenty of space 
for a queen or king size bed as well 
as living area. The square form en-
closed with neopanel walls provides 
outstanding view and ventilation. 
The roof has four upper vents to al-
low hot air to leave rapidly.
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qualan                                                   



INSIDE VIEW

 Total surface: 25sqm* 
    Sides: 5m 
    Max height: 5.2m 
    Wall panel width: 2.5m 
    Wall height: 2.2m 
    * (not including modules)
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Door panel with 
mosquito netting and 
roll-up outer walls, or 

choose a door comple-
ment panel and install 

your own wooden door.

Wall panels 
with fiberglass 

mosquito netting 
and roll-up outer 
walls controlled 

by ropes from the 
inside. 

Corrosion resist-
ant galvanized steel 

connectors for metal, 
bamboo or pole 

structure.

Easily add units like a 
bathroom or other modules. 

We offer a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes all compat- 

ible with each other. 

Inner roof 
layer for in-
sulation and 
elegance.

Marine grade 
dyed acrylic can-
vas roof, shade 
layer available 
upon request.

Roof vents with mos-
quito netting expel warm 

air and pull cool air through 
windows.



INSIDE VIEW qualan                                                   
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OCTAGOME                                                   OCTAGOME                                                   OCTAGOME                                                   

The Octagome is vastly spa-
cious;  8 sides of unsurpassing 
view and ventilation will ensure 
the utmost of comfort. Envision 
yourself immersed in nature with 
inner space to spare. The addi-
tion of a bathroom, extra bed-
room or terrace is a snap with 
our modular system. Connect to 
another Octagome, Qualan or 
Hexagome with a tunnel in order 
to create different living spaces. 
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Inner roof layer for insu-
lation and elegance.
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INSIDE VIEW

 Total surface: 30sqm* 
    Sides: 5m x 10m  
    Max height: 5.2m 
    Wall panel width: 2.5m 
    Wall height: 2.2m 
   * (not including modules)

Marine grade dyed acrylic canvas 
roof, shade layer available upon request.

Corrosion resistant 
galvanized steel connectors 
for metal, bamboo or pole 

structure.

Wall panels with fiberglass mos-
quito netting and roll-up outer walls 
controlled by ropes from the inside.

Select from differ-
ent styles of wall panels.

Door panel with 
mosquito netting and 
roll-up outer walls, or 

choose a door comple-
ment 

Easily add units like a 
bathroom or other modules. 

We offer a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes all compat- 

ible with each other. 

Roof vents with mos-
quito netting expel warm 

air and pull cool air through 
windows.
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INSIDE VIEW octagome                                                 
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Zoltan                                                  



The Zoltan model as its name im-
plies is the sultan of glamping tents, 
the most luxurious of our models. 
Its 40 square meter size allows for a 
bedroom and bathroom area as well 
as a living and dining area. It’s ideal 
for standalone applications where 
maximizing space and opulence is a 
must.

Zoltan                                                   
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Easily add units like a 
bathroom or other modules.  

We offer a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes all compat-

ible with each other.

INSIDE VIEW

 Total surface: 40sqm* 
    Max Diameter: 5m 
    Max height: 5.2m 
    Wall panel width: 2.5m 
    Wall height: 2.2m 
   * (not including modules)
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Inner roof layer for insu-
lation and elegance.

Marine grade 
dyed acrylic canvas 

roof, shade layer 
available upon re-

quest.

Corrosion resist-
ant galvanized steel 

connectors for metal, 
bamboo or pole 

structure. Wall panels with fiber-
glass mosquito netting 
and roll-up outer walls 

controlled by ropes from 
the inside.

Select from differ-
ent styles of wall panels.

Door panel with 
mosquito netting and 
roll-up outer walls, or 

choose a door comple-
ment 

Roof vents with 
mosquito netting expel 

warm air and pull cool air 
through windows.



INSIDE VIEW
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Zoltan                                                   



Decagome                                                  
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Choose the Decagome model when 
you require colossal space. With it´s 
rounded form it provides superb 360 
degree view and ventilation. It is en-
dowed with 10 roof vents which max-
imizes airflow. You will have plenty of 
room for several beds, living and din-
ing areas yet you can add modules to 
increase capacity.
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DECAGOME                                                   
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INSIDE VIEW
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 Total surface: 48sqm* 
    Max Diameter: 8.16m
    Max height: 5m 
    Wall panel width: 2.5m 
    Wall panel height: 2.2m 
    * (not including modules)

Easily add units like a 
bathroom or other modules.  

We offer a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes all compat-

ible with each other.

Door panel with 
mosquito netting and 
roll-up outer walls, or 

choose a door comple-
ment.

Inner roof layer for insu-
lation and elegance.

Marine grade 
dyed acrylic canvas 

roof, shade layer 
available upon re-

quest.

Corrosion re-
sistant galvanized 

steel connec-
tors for metal, 

bamboo or pole 
structure.

Wall panels with fiber-
glass mosquito netting 
and roll-up outer walls 

controlled by ropes from 
the inside.

Roof vents with 
mosquito netting expel 
warm air and pull cool 
air through windows.



INSIDE VIEW
MATERIALS 
At Enchantents we only use state 
of the art materials to produce 
our glamping tents for many years 
of peace-of-mind-service. Our 
standard is marine grade canvas, 
astronaut-suit grade Tenara brand 
thread and fiberglass mosquito 
netting for the highest longevity. 
You may personalize your tent with 
a variety of colors and styles.

WEATHER RESISTANCE 

Marine grade solution dyed 
acrylic canvas and stainless steel 
core Tenara thread, the kind 
used in yacht covers and sails, is 
developed to endure the most 
inclement weather conditions 
and exposure to full sun and 
salt water. Our designs shed 
water even in the most intense 
downpours and will keep you 
dry and safe.

MOLD & MILDEW 
RESISTANCE 

Our fabrics are resistant to 
mold and mildew. Should it 
be exposed to dirt, debris, sun 
lotion, or other environmental 
elements, just clean with a mild 
bleach and soap solution. The 
color will not be affected.
.

BREATHABILITY

Our marine grade canvas is 
not rubberized and it breathes 
through its fibers, this helps to 
cool down the living space as 
well as providing a visually ap-
pealing environment.

FADE RESISTANT 

The colors of our canvas are 
guaranteed not to start fading 
even if exposed to full sun for 
10 years. The embedded pig-
ments are UV stabilized for 
maximum durability and resist-
ance.

5 YEARS
WARRANTY



ADDS  - ON

ROOF + acc. ref.:
#HRL: Roof Lining
#HRI: Roof Isolation
#HRXX: Roof Canopy Extended
#DCC: Column curtain

Platform floor + extra rooms ref.:
#CBS: Bathroom kit 3.12sqm*
#CTC: Conector tunnel
#CBM: Extra room kit 6.25sqm

*you have two sizes for the bathroom, 
3.12 or 6.25sqm.

#OPM: Octagome metal plat-
form
#CTPSMV: Conector tunnel plat-
form and wood.

PANELS ref.:
#PDD: Panel door
#PS: Panel Standard
#POM: Panel Open mozzynet
#PDB: Panel Divider blinds
#PB: Panel 3/4
#PC: Pvanel Closed
#PDC: Panel door + curtains
#PD: Panel divider + curtains

PANELS

ROOF + ACCESORIES

 #HRL   #HRI   #HRXX   #DCC

#PDD           #PS            #POM          #PDB           #PB            #PC            #PDC           #PD

PLATFORM - FLOOR + extra ROOMS

#CBS    #CTC    #CBM

#OPM                  #CTPSMV

3.ORDER

Maintain your tent
according to the sent
instuctions, and enjoy
a long lasting living
experience.

The production
will begin with the

deposit.

6. BE ONE
WITH NATURE

2. GET A
QUOTE

4. SHIPMENT

5. INSTALL

We will give you
an overview of the
expenses.

When the payment
is complete we will
ship your order.

Install it yourself or
with our trained
workers.

Develope a
sustainable
lifestyle

1. CONTACT
US

Share your vision
after viewing our

catalog.



#OPM                  #CTPSMV

3.ORDER
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experience.
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BUY YOUR  OWN
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Mail us at: 
Sales@enchantents.
com
 
By phone to: 
+52 55 4169 1153
 
Or via whatsapp: 
+52 55 3426 4875

Contact us                                                   
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